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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a method that infers both accurate depth maps and color-consistent stereo images for

radiometrically varying stereo images. In general, stereo matching and performing color consistency between stereo images are a

chicken-and-egg problem since it is not a trivial task to simultaneously achieve both goals. Hence, we have developed an iterative

framework in which these two processes can boost each other. First, we transform the input color images to log-chromaticity color

space, from which a linear relationship can be established during constructing a joint pdf of transformed left and right color images.

From this joint pdf, we can estimate a linear function that relates the corresponding pixels in stereo images. Based on this linear

property, we present a new stereo matching cost by combining Mutual Information (MI), SIFT descriptor, and segment-based plane-

fitting to robustly find correspondence for stereo image pairs which undergo radiometric variations. Meanwhile, we devise a Stereo

Color Histogram Equalization (SCHE) method to produce color-consistent stereo image pairs, which conversely boost the disparity

map estimation. Experimental results show that our method produces both accurate depth maps and color-consistent stereo images,

even for stereo images with severe radiometric differences.

Index Terms—Stereo matching, radiometric variation, mutual information, SIFT, color consistency

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

THE color of an image is the result of complex combina-
tions of illumination, reflectance of material, and camera

characteristics. That is, image color values can be easily
affected by radiometric variations, including global intensity
changes (caused by camera gain and exposure or gamma
correction variation) and local intensity changes (caused by
varying light, vignetting, and non-Lambertian surface) and
noise [1]. Hence, in computer vision it is important to extract
invariant or consistent color values or to devise a robust
matching measure insensitive to these radiometric factors,
especially for correspondence problems such as stereo
matching, optical flow, and image registration.

For stereo matching, most algorithms assume radio-
metrically calibrated images [2], [3]. However, there exist
many real and practical situations or challenging applica-
tions in which radiometric variations between stereo images
are inevitable. Some examples are 3D reconstruction of
aerial images [1], general multiview stereo [4], 3D modeling
with internet photos (e.g., Photo Tourism [5] and Photo-
synth [6]), and PhotoModeler [7], etc. For aerial images, the
position or color of the light source usually changes when

images are taken at different times. Moreover, matching
between Internet images is a more challenging problem in
which photometric calibration is extremely difficult since
the web images are usually taken by unknown different
camera settings and lighting conditions [8]. In these cases,
photometric calibration becomes nearly impossible with
conventional approaches and the radiometric variations
seriously degrade the performance of stereo matching.
Hence, a robust stereo matching algorithm and/or a good
color-consistency method are highly demanded.

In general, color consistency and stereo matching are a
chicken-and-egg problem. Color consistency can enhance
the performance of stereo matching, while accurate dis-
parity maps can improve the color consistency or constancy
[9], [10]. However, it is not a trivial task to simultaneously
achieve both goals.

In this paper, we propose a new iterative framework that
infers both accurate disparity maps and color-consistent
images for radiometrically varying stereo images, simulta-
neously [11], [12]. Fig. 1 exemplifies the results of our work.
Figs. 1c and 1d show the estimated color-consistent stereo
images corresponding to input stereo images in Figs. 1a and
1b, respectively. Fig. 1e shows the estimated disparity map.

2 RELATED WORK

Our work includes a robust stereo matching method and a
method to make color-consistent images. Hence, we discuss
the relevant works for them separately.

2.1 Robust Stereo Matching

Montesinos et al. [13] suggested a robust method for
matching points of interest between uncalibrated color
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images using first order invariants. Ogale and Aloimonos
[14] presented a contrast-robust stereo matching algorithm
for local matching using multiple frequency channels. Heo
et al. [15] suggested an Adaptive Normalized Cross
Correlation (ANCC) measure that can handle local variation
as well as global one. Hirschmüller and Scharstein [1]
evaluated the performance and insensitivity of widely used
matching costs with respect to various radiometric varia-
tions. Among them, Mutual Information (MI) is a good
candidate since it can find correspondence for any globally
transformed images captured from a wide variety of
sensors. Due to this advantage, MI has been successfully
applied to various vision problems such as registration [16],
[17], [18], [19] and stereo matching [20], [21], [22], [23]. Viola
and Wells [16] adopted it to register Magnetic Resonance
(MR) images and Computed Tomography (CT) images. For
stereo matching, Egnal [20] used it to find the disparity
among the local matching windows. It suffers, however,
from the fixed window problem at low-texture region and
discontinuities. To resolve it, Kim et al. [21] suggested a
pixel-wise data cost based on MI in a global energy
minimization framework. They approximated the MI of
the whole images as a sum of pixel-wise MI using the Taylor
expansion and the Parzen window technique. Hirschmüller
[22] improved the work of [21] to handle the occlusion in a
semi-global energy framework. Zitnick et al. [23] used
approximative segment-wise MI for stereo matching. They
defined a matching function by creating the histogram of the
ratios of the corresponding pixel intensity values in case the
gain difference of cameras dominates.

From the recent evaluation of various matching costs [1],
however, it is shown that MI is weak at local radiometric
variations, though it is one of the best measures of global
variation. The reason is that they collect correspondences in
the joint Probability Density Function (pdf) assuming that
there is a global transformation. Figs. 2a and 2b show an
example of a global variation owing to exposure change. In
this case, the conventional MI-based method [22] produces

relatively good disparity maps, as shown in Fig. 2c. The
corresponding joint pdf (Fig. 2d) clearly shows that there is
a global nonlinear transformation between images. When
there exist local radiometric variations in images, however,
due to the light configuration change as shown in Figs. 2e
and Figs. 2f, the conventional MI-based method fails to give
reliable results as depicted in Fig. 2g. Note that, as can be
seen in Fig. 2h, in this case the shape of the corresponding
joint pdf is very sparse, which means that the global
relationship between the input images cannot be found.

Another drawback of the conventional MI-based meth-
ods is ignorance of spatial information. They use only pixel
brightness statistics, and ignore rich spatial information to
find correspondence. To increase robustness and accuracy,
spatial information can be naturally incorporated. Pluim
et al. [17] combined MI with the gradient information for
registration of medical images by multiplying the MI with a
gradient weight that accounted for gradient magnitude and
orientation of the matching pixel. Russakoff et al. [19]
suggested a regional MI to take the region information into
account in MI, and applied it to medical image registration.
Jeon et al. [24] suggested an MI-based local description
method to find global correspondence between two images.

Alternatively, the SIFT descriptor [25] is also a good
measure for matching very different images. Liu et. al. [26]
used the SIFT descriptor to find correspondence between
very different images for recognition. However, using only
it is not appropriate for dense stereo matching since it tends
to blur the object boundaries. Tola et al. [27] suggested the
DAISY descriptor for fast and accurate matching measure
for wide baseline matching problem. Seitz and Baker [28]
suggested the Filter flow that finds correspondence for
various problems by modeling various image transforma-
tion and computing space-variant linear filters.

However, most of these methods still find it difficult to
produce accurate depth maps under severe radiometric
variations. In this paper, we introduce a robust stereo
matching method that produces accurate depth maps by
combining MI, SIFT, plane-fitting, and log-chromaticity
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Fig. 1. (a) and (b) Stereo images which have severe radiometric differences. (c) and (d) The estimated color-consistent stereo images corresponding
to (a) and (b), respectively. (e) The estimated disparity map.

Fig. 2. (a) and (b) The left and right images taken by different camera exposures. (c) Disparity map of stereo image pair in (a) and (b) using the
conventional MI-based method [22]. (d) Joint pdf corresponding to (c). (e) and (f) The left and right images taken by different light configurations. (g)
Disparity map of stereo image pair in (e) and (f) using the conventional MI-based method [22]. (h) Joint pdf corresponding to (g).



color space to achieve robustness in various radiometric
variations.

2.2 Color Consistency

There is an excellent review for color constancy algorithms
[29]. Among them, our work is directly related to the
methods for finding consistent color images between
multiple images without learning process. Weiss [30]
computed intrinsic images from stationary image se-
quences. To eliminate the effect of the illumination, he used
a median filter to the first derivative of the images using the
prior knowledge of natural image statistics that the first
derivatives of the images follow the Laplacian distribution.
For nonstationary scenes such as stereo images, however, it
is a more difficult problem since two images are taken from
different perspectives, so it requires correspondences
between images. Lin et al. [31] suggested a method to
compute depth map and separate diffuse/specular compo-
nent from image sequences. Kim and Pollefeys [32]
suggested a radiometric calibration method to align multi-
ple images of moving cameras. They defined the Brightness
Transfer Function (BTF) through the joint histogram
produced by Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC)-based
stereo matching, and estimated the camera response
function and vignetting effects between images. Recently,
Kagarlitsky and Hel-Or [33] suggested a color mapping
method between images acquired under different acquisi-
tion conditions. They used SIFT features to find a piecewise
consistent color mappings assuming planar regions.

It is, however, still difficult to generate color-consistent
stereo image pairs because most of them do not consider
explicit correspondences between radiometrically varying
stereo images, while we achieve better color-consistency
between stereo image pairs by iteratively correcting colors
and disparities between stereo images in our framework.

3 PROPOSED ALGORITHM

An overview of our proposed method is depicted in Fig. 3.
Our algorithm is based on an iterative framework of
computing disparity maps and color-consistent stereo
images. First, we transform the original nonlinear color
formation model into a linear log-chromaticity color model
for each R,G,B channel [15]. Our stereo matching and color
consistency processes are based on this linear color model.
Disparity maps are computed based on a new data cost [11],

[12] which is combination of the MI and the SIFT descriptor
[25] in a MAP-MRF framework. The SIFT descriptor is
computed for each pixel in both the log-chromaticity color
and original intensity (gray-scale) space for constructing
joint pdfs and the data cost in the stereo matching. To
increase accuracy, we also incorporate a segment-based 3D
plane-fitting constraint in our data cost. Also, using the
estimated disparity maps, the occlusion maps are com-
puted. Using these disparity and occlusion maps, we
compute the joint pdfs between the left and right images
in the log-chromaticity color space and the original intensity
values, and estimate linear functions from these joint pdfs
since the relationship between the two images in the log-
chromaticity color space is linear. Finally, we compute
color-consistent stereo images using the proposed Stereo
Color Histogram Equalization (SCHE) technique. Using these
SCHE stereo images, we update the SIFT descriptor for each
pixel and the data cost to boost the estimation accuracy of
the disparity maps. These two processes (computing
disparity maps and SCHE stereo images) are performed
alternatively until convergence. The detailed explanations
of each part follow in the next sections.

3.1 Transformation to Log-Chromaticity Color
Space and Discretization

We assume that the original stereo images can have
inconsistent color values between corresponding pixels
due to unknown various radiometric variations. To simplify
the problem, we first transform the original nonlinear color
model to a linear log-chromaticity color model [15]. We
assume that the original k channel ðk 2 fR;G;BgÞ color
value IkðpÞ of a pixel p is transformed to IkðpÞ by various
unknown radiometric factors as follows:

IkðpÞ ! IkðpÞ ¼ �ðpÞakðIkðpÞÞ�; k 2 fR;G;Bg; ð1Þ

where �ðpÞ is a brightness factor, ak is an illuminant color
factor of channel k, and � is a gamma correction factor. By
taking logarithm of (1), the channel mean value �IðpÞ of a
pixel p in the log space becomes

�IðpÞ ¼ log �ðpÞ þ log aRaGaB
3

þ � log IRðpÞIGðpÞIBðpÞ
3

: ð2Þ

And, by subtracting the mean value, we obtain the
transformed color value I 0kðpÞ as follows:

I 0kðpÞ ¼ log IkðpÞ � �IðpÞ ¼ log
akffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

aRaGaB3
p

þ � log
IkðpÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

IRðpÞIGðpÞIBðpÞ3
p � Ck þ �LkðpÞ;

ð3Þ

where � and Ck are constant for each channel k and LkðpÞ is
an invariant color value for pixel p under radiometric
variations. Now, the original nonlinear color value IkðpÞ in
(1) is transformed to the linear color value I 0kðpÞ in (3), which
is called the log-chromaticity color value. Then, the SIFT
descriptor for each pixel is computed with this color value
I 0k for each channel k and with the intensity (gray) value Ig
of the original image I. We denote vk and vg as SIFT
descriptors for the log-chromaticity color channel and
original gray value, respectively. Meanwhile, to construct
joint pdfs in the following procedure, we need to discretize
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Fig. 3. Overview of the proposed algorithm. The SCHE boosting
procedure is indicated in orange.



the value of (3), so we multiply constant value M and floor
it as follows:

JkðpÞ ¼ M � I 0kðpÞ
� �

; ð4Þ

where M is a multiplication factor, and we set it as 500 in
our experiments.

3.2 Joint Probability Density Function and Linear
Function Estimation in Log-Chromaticity Color

Joint probability density function represents the statistical
relationship between the left and right image color values.
We estimate the joint pdfs using both the left and right
disparity maps f ¼ ffL; fRg and occlusion maps O ¼
fOL;ORg for each channel in the log-chromaticity color
and original intensity space. Disparity and occlusion map
estimation procedures will be explained in Sections 3.3 and
3.4. In this work, we compute the joint pdf by means of the
SIFT descriptors rather than pixel values to encode the
spatial gradient information, which increases the robustness
and convergence of MI. The SIFT-weighted joint pdf which
is denoted as PSIFT

k is defined by

PSIFT
k ðjLk ; jRk Þ

¼ 1

Z

X
p62OL

uk
�
p; pþ fLp

�
� T

�
jLk ; j

R
k

�
¼
�
JLk ðpÞ; JRk

�
pþ fLp

��
" #8<

:
þ
X
p62OR

uk
�
pþ fRp ; p

�
� T

�
jLk ; j

R
k

�
¼
�
JLk ðpþ fRp

�
; JRk ðpÞÞ

" #9=
;;
ð5Þ

where jLk 2 JLk and jRk 2 JRk . JLk and JRk are color values for
the left and right k-channel log-chromaticity color images,
respectively. Z is a normalization constant. T ½�� is one if the
argument is true, zero otherwise. ukð�; �Þ is the SIFT-
weighting factor which is defined by

ukðp; qÞ ¼ exp �
��vLk ðpÞ � vRk ðqÞ��

l

� 	
; ð6Þ

where �k k is the euclidean distance, vLk ðpÞ and vRk ðqÞ are the
SIFT descriptors for the pixel p in the left k-channel image
and the pixel q in the right k-channel image, respectively, in
the log-chromaticity color space, and l is the size of the SIFT
descriptor vector. Also, PSIFT

g ðiLg ; iRg Þ is computed similarly
to (5) for the gray left image ILg and right image IRg , where
iLg 2 ILg and iRg 2 IRg , using SIFT-weighting factor ugðp; qÞ
similarly to (6) with vLg and vRg instead of vLk and vRk .

Meanwhile, since the log-chromaticity color space is
linear, a linear function can be fitted to the joint pdf for each
log-chromaticity color channel. To find the linear functions,
we use the Huber distance function �ðrÞ, which is defined by

�ðrÞ ¼
r2

2 ; if r < C

C r� C
2

� 	
; otherwise

8><
>:

9>=
>;; ð7Þ

where r is the distance between the line and the point, C is
the constant threshold parameter, which is set as C ¼ 1:345.
By finding line parameters that minimize the distance,
we can estimate the optimal linear function. To perform it,
we use the OpenCV function “cvFitLine().” Examples of the

joint pdfs and the corresponding fitted linear functions for
each channel are shown in Fig. 4.

3.3 Disparity Map Estimation

We estimate the disparity maps f ¼ ffL; fRg for both the left
and the right images individually. To estimate the disparity
map f , we formulate our MAP-MRF model as follows [34]:

EðfÞ ¼ EdðfÞ þ EsðfÞ; ð8Þ

where the data energy EdðfÞ and the smoothness energy
EsðfÞ are defined by

EdðfÞ ¼
X
p

DpðfpÞ;

EsðfÞ ¼
X

ðp;qÞ2N ðpÞ
Vpqðfp; fqÞ;

ð9Þ

where N is a local four-neighborhood system, DpðfpÞ is the
data cost that encodes the penalty for the dissimilarity of
corresponding pixels between a given stereo image pair,
and Vpqðfp; fqÞ is the smoothness cost that penalizes the
discontinuity of disparities between neighboring pixels. To
increase the robustness under various radiometric varia-
tions, we combine the mutual information and the SIFT
descriptor in our data cost [11], [12]. Note that both
measures are quite robust to affine variations in illumina-
tion. That is, MI is robust to any global changes [22]. Also,
SIFT is robust to affine changes in illumination because it
uses gradient values which are robust to added constant
values for each pixel, and normalized descriptor value to
unit that is invariant to multiplied constant changes [25].

So, we define our preliminary data cost ~DpðfpÞ as follows:

~DpðfpÞ ¼ �p � �pðfpÞ þ ð1� �pÞ � �pðfpÞ; ð10Þ

where �pðfpÞ is an MI term which is defined as follows:

�pðfpÞ ¼
1

3

X
k



�mk

�
JLk ðpÞ; JRk ðpþ fpÞ

�
þ �
�

þ


�mg

�
ILg ðpÞ; IRg ðpþ fpÞ

�
þ �
�
;

ð11Þ

where � is a constant value and mkð�; �Þ and mgð�; �Þ are MI
terms [11], [12] for log-chromaticity color Jk and original
gray images Ig using PSIFT

k ð�; �Þ and PSIFT
g ð�; �Þ, respectively.

Meanwhile, �pðfpÞ is a SIFT term defined by

�pðfpÞ ¼
1

3

X
k

��vLk ðpÞ � vRk ðpþ fpÞ��
5l

þ
��vLg ðpÞ � vRg ðpþ fpÞ��

10l
;

ð12Þ
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Fig. 4. (a), (b), and (c) R,G,B channel joint pdfs in log-chromaticity color
space and fitted linear functions.



where more weight is given to vk than vg to further
emphasize features in the log-chromaticity color values.

Fig. 5 illustrates advantage and weakness of each term in
our data cost. Figs. 5a and 5b are the results using only the
MI term and SIFT term, respectively. The green boxes and
red boxes indicate the areas with advantage and weakness,
respectively. We can see that MI and SIFT terms play
complementary roles to each other. Also, the SIFT term has
an important role at the first iteration because the MI term is
based on the disparity map at the previous iteration. This
observation leads us to combine them with an adaptive

weight scheme, as shown in Fig. 5c. To determine the
adaptive weight between them, we convert the cost curve to
a probability distribution function over disparity and
estimate a confidence measure of each cost volume [35].
For this purpose, we use Attainable Maximum Likelihood
(AML) as the confidence measure [35]. In (10), �p is the
adaptive weighting factor of a pixel p between �pðfpÞ and
�pðfpÞ that is defined by

�p ¼
C�ðpÞ

C�ðpÞ þ C�ðpÞ
;

C�ðpÞ ¼
1P

fp
exp

�ð�pðfpÞ��p;minÞ2
2�2

�

 � ;
C�ðpÞ ¼

1P
fp

exp
�ð�pðfpÞ��p;minÞ2

2�2
�

� 	 ;
ð13Þ

where �p;min and �p;min are the minimum cost values for cost
volumes �ð�Þ and �ð�Þ, respectively, at the pixel p. Fig. 5d
shows the gray-scale images representing the adaptive
weight �p corresponding to Fig. 5c.

Although both MI and SIFT are robust measures to find
correspondences, they have their own weaknesses. MI tends
to make some regions oversmooth, while SIFT can also blur
some boundaries and is weak at textureless regions. These
drawbacks cannot be solved by only simply combining MI

and SIFT. Hence, we incorporated segment-based plane-
fitting constraints [36], [37] to produce a sharper and more
accurate disparity map, as shown in Fig. 5e. In this
framework, the disparity f is parameterized as f ¼ ax þ
byþ c, where fa; b; cg is a plane parameter, fx; yg is the
position of a pixel.

Before extracting 3D plane parameters for each segment,
the mean-shift segmentation method [38] is applied to the
left and right original color images, independently. Then,
reliable pixels are identified by the left-right cross-checking
of the disparity maps which are obtained from (8) at the
previous iteration. For the robust plane-fitting, similarly to
[36] we use a two-step approach which is composed of
initial and refined plane-fitting. In the first step, initial
plane-fitting is performed using only reliable pixels for each
segment. In this step, computing the plane parameter and
assigning disparity values are iteratively updated. First, to
estimate the plane parameter 	s ¼ fas; bs; csg 2 � for each
segment s, we use the least-squares method based on the
following overconstrained linear system:

x1 y1 1
� � �

xNr
yNr

1

2
4

3
5 as

bs
cs

2
4

3
5 ¼ f1

� � �
fNr

2
4

3
5; ð14Þ

where Nr is the number of reliable pixels in the segment s.
This solution is sensitive to outliers. Hence, using the
estimated plane parameter, we recompute disparity value f
in the range ½f � 
; f þ 
� for each pixel in the segment s as
follows:

fp ¼ arg min
fp2½fp�
;fpþ
�

~DpðfpÞ: ð15Þ

Iteratively using recomputed disparity value, the plane
parameters are updated from (14). In this work, we set 
 ¼ 2

and the iteration number for the initial plane-fitting is 50.
Although this initial plane-fitting approach uses an

iterative process which estimates plane parameters and
disparity value, it still has an inaccurate plane parameter.
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Fig. 5. Results for the case of L-illum(1)exp(1) and R-illum(3)exp(1). (a) Results for only the MI term. (b) Results for only the SIFT term. (c) Results
combining MI and SIFT terms with the adaptive weight. (d) Adaptive weight factor �. (e) Results with plane-fitting constraint for (c). (f) Ground truth.
(The green and red boxes represent good and bad areas, respectively.)



Hence, after the initial plane-fitting, we perform a refined
plane-fitting scheme to find a more accurate plane para-
meter 	opts for each segment s. We use all the plane
parameters estimated in the initial plane-fitting approach
based on following equation:

	opts ¼ arg min
	s2�

X
fxp;ypg2s

~Dpðasxp þ bsyp þ csÞ

0
@

1
A

exp & � 1�Ns

Nr

� 	� 	
;

ð16Þ

where for each segment s, Nr and Ns are the number of
reliable pixels and the number of pixels that have the same
disparities as the disparity map obtained from (8) at the
previous iteration, respectively. In this work, we set & ¼ 4.

Note that, for accurate plane parameter estimation, it is
important to have reliable pixel-wise matching cost because
segment-wise matching cost is the sum of the pixel-wise
matching cost. Inaccurate pixel-wise matching cost tends to
lead to worse results after applying plane-fitting. In light of
this point, our matching cost combining MI and SIFT helps to
robustly find accurate an plane parameter for each segment.

We impose the estimated plane-fitting results as a soft
constraint, similarly to [37], to our preliminary data cost.
Now, our refined data cost is defined by

DpðfpÞ ¼
~DpðfpÞ þ ! asxp þ bsyp þ cs � fp

�� ��; if p 62 O
CO; otherwise;

(
ð17Þ

where fas; bs; csg are the estimated 3D plane parameter of
the segment s in which the pixel p lies, xp and yp are the x
and y coordinates of the pixel p, ! is a weighting factor, and
CO is a constant occlusion cost.

For the smoothness cost, we use a truncated linear cost
written by

Vpqðfp; fqÞ ¼ � �minð fp � fq
�� ��; VmaxÞ: ð18Þ

Using (17) and (18), the total energy EðfÞ in (8) is
minimized by the Graph-cuts expansion algorithm [34].

3.4 Occlusion Map Estimation

The occlusion map O ¼ fOL;ORg is also computed in a
MAP-MRF framework using the estimated disparity maps
similarly to [37]. We define BLðp; fRÞ 2 f0; 1g, which is a
binary map for the left image. BLð�; fRÞ is computed by
warping fR to the left image and assigning “0” to visiting
pixels and “1” to nonvisiting pixels.

After that, we define an energy function for the left
occlusion map OL as follows:

EðOLÞ ¼
X
p

�d
��OLðpÞ �BLðp; fRÞ

��
þ
X
p

X
q2NðpÞ

�s
��OLðpÞ �OLðqÞ

��; ð19Þ

where �d and �s are the weighting factors, that are set as
4.0 and 1.4, respectively, in this work. The energy is also
optimized using the Graph-cuts. OR is computed similarly
to OL.

3.5 Color Consistency via Stereo Color Histogram
Equalization

The Color Histogram Equalization (CHE) method was
proposed in [39]. CHE is a color invariant image represen-
tation based on the histogram equalization of the colors for
each channel. It uses the invariance of rank ordering under
illumination changes. The invariant value is defined by

Iinvk ðpÞ ¼
Imax

NT
P ðIk � IkðpÞÞ; ð20Þ

where NT is the total number of pixels in the image, and
Imax is the maximum value of color which is usually set as
255. P ðIk � IkðpÞÞ is the number of pixels whose values are
not greater than IkðpÞ in the whole image. If P ðIk � IkðpÞÞ is
invariant under any illumination change, then the Iinvk ðpÞ is
also invariant. This method, however, is stable only under
global radiometric changes such as exposure or gamma
changes. For local radiometric changes, the invariance is no
longer guaranteed. Also, for stereo images, the view-change
prevents color-consistency between stereo images since the
value of P ðIk � IkðpÞÞ changes for each view.

To cope with these problems, we propose a stereo color
histogram equalization method. We compute the rank in log-
chromaticity color J to utilize the linearity instead of using
the original color I. Given the estimated disparity and
occlusion maps, we divide the pixels in the left and right
images into left nonmatched pixels, correspondent pixels,
and right nonmatched pixels, as shown in Fig. 6a. NLNO is
the number of the nonmatched or occluded pixels in the left
image. NRNO for the right image is defined similarly to
NLNO. NCorr is the number of correspondent pixels. For the
pixels in the correspondent set, we define our SCHE
invariant value for the left k-channel image as follows:

SLk ðpÞ ¼
Imax



P
�
JLk � JLk ðpÞ

�
þ P

�
JRk � JRk ðpþ fpÞ

��
NLNO þ 2NCorr þNRNO

: ð21Þ

For the nonmatched pixels in the left image, we cannot
compute the rank of the left and right color values directly.
In this case, we transform the value of the left color using
the estimated linear function (in Section 3.2), as shown in
Fig. 6b. So, for the nonmatched pixels in the left image, the
SCHE invariant value is defined by

SLk ðpÞ ¼
Imax



P
�
JLk � JLk ðpÞ

�
þ P

�
JRk �WðJLk ðpÞ

��
NLNO þ 2NCorr þNRNO

; ð22Þ

where W ðJLk ðpÞÞ is the transformed value of JLk ðpÞ using the
estimated linear function from the joint pdf, as shown in
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Fig. 6. (a) Pixel classification in stereo images. (b) Color value

transformation using the estimated linear function.



Fig. 6b. The right k-channel SCHE image SRk can also be
computed similarly by using the same linear function.

3.6 Boosting the Disparity Map Estimation Using
SCHE Images

We can boost the performance of the disparity map
estimation using SCHE stereo images. Note that the color
consistency of the SCHE images is based on the accurate
disparity map estimation. Conversely, the estimation of the
disparity map can benefit from the color-consistent SCHE
stereo images. Using SCHE stereo images, we can update
the SIFT descriptor fvLk ; vRk g in log-chromaticity color and
fvLg ; vRg g in intensity, and also �pðfpÞ term in (11). So, the MI
term �pðfpÞ in the preliminary data cost ~DpðfpÞ in (10) can be
redefined using SCHE intensity (gray) image as follows:

�pðfpÞ ¼
1

3

X
k



�mk

�
JLk ðpÞ; JRk ðpþ fpÞ

�
þ �
�

þ �


�mg

�
SLg ðpÞ; SRg ðpþ fpÞ

�
þ �
�
;

ð23Þ

where � is a constant value, SLg ðpÞ and SRg ðpþ fpÞ are the
intensity values at pixel p in the left SCHE image and at
pixel pþ fp in the right SCHE image, respectively, � is the
weighting factor, and mgð�; �Þ is the pixel-wise MI of
intensity of SCHE images.

In this work, the SCHE boosting and the plane-fitting
procedures are performed after the second iteration in
order to have reliable disparity maps for the plane-fitting
procedure.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To test the performance of our algorithm for both the
disparity map estimation and color consistency between
stereo images, we experimented on various test images

with ground truth disparity map such as the Aloe, Dolls,
Moebius, Art, Laundry, Reindeer, Rocks1, and Cloth4
datasets in [40] that have different radiometric variations.
Each dataset has three different camera exposures and three
different configurations of the light source [1], [40]. The
exposure is indexed from 0 to 2, and index 0 indicates the
shortest exposure (darkest), while index 2 is the longest
exposure (brightest). Light source configuration is indexed
from 1 to 3, and each index has different light configura-
tion. For the input images, for example, “L-illum(1)-exp(0)”
means that “the left image with the light configuration
index 1 and the exposure index 0” [1], [40]. The parameters
of our method are chosen empirically and fixed for all the
tests as follows: The std. dev. (�) of the 1D and 2D Gaussian
functions of mkð�; �Þ is 15, and that of mgð�; �Þ is 1.0, � ¼ 30,
l ¼ 4� 4� 8 ¼ 128, the window size of the SIFT descriptor
is 9� 9, �� ¼ 0:2, �� ¼ 0:5, ! ¼ 1, � ¼ 2, CO ¼ 10, � ¼ 1:0,
and Vmax ¼ 5. The mean-shift segmentation parameters are
fixed as ðCms; Sms; RmsÞ ¼ ð5; 3:9; 20Þ, where Cms, Sms, and
Rms represent color bandwidth, spatial bandwidth, and
minimum region size, respectively. The total running time
of our method for Aloe images (size: 427� 370, disparity
range : 0-70), for example, is about 4 minutes on a PC with
Intel Core i7-2600K 4.5 GHz CPU.

4.1 Performance of Iterative Joint Boosting of
Disparity Map and Color Consistency According
to the Iterations

We tested the effect of the joint boosting of disparity map
estimation and color consistency of SCHE stereo images
according to the iteration. Fig. 7 shows the disparity maps
and SCHE images according to the number of iterations
0, 3, and 6 for the Dolls stereo image pair with
L-illum(1)exp(1) and R-illum(3)exp(1). The disparity error
is computed in the unoccluded regions. The color-
consistency between stereo images is computed by means
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Fig. 7. Disparity maps, occlusion maps, and SCHE stereo images according to the iterations for Dolls stereo image pair with L-illum(1)exp(1) and R-
illum(3)exp(1). (a) and (b) Dolls stereo image pair with L-illum(1)exp(1) and R-illum(3)exp(1). (c) and (d) The mean-shift segmentation results for left
and right images. (e) Ground truth occlusion map. (f) Ground truth disparity map. (g), (h), (i), (j), (k), and (l) The SCHE stereo images according to the
number of iterations 0, 3, 6, respectively (RMSE are 26.4, 17.8, 13.9, respectively). (m), (n), (o), (p), (q), and (r) The estimated occlusion maps and
disparity maps according to the number of iterations 0, 3, 6, respectively, for input stereo images in (a) and (b) (the disparity errors in unoccluded
regions are 12.76, 8.8, and 8.36 percent, respectively).



of the Root-Mean-Square-Error (RMSE). To compute
RMSE, we warped the pixels in the left image to the right
image using the ground truth disparity map, except for
the ground truth occluded pixels, and then computed the
euclidean distance of the color values between the
corresponding pixels. RMSE is defined by

RMSE ¼ 1

NLNO

X
p62OL

ILðpÞ � IRðpþ fpÞ
�� ��; ð24Þ

where �k k means the euclidean distance between two color

values and NLNO is the number of nonoccluded pixels of the

left image.
Fig. 8 quantitatively shows the effect of the joint

boosting of the stereo matching and the color consistency

according to the iterations. The DispError-withBoost and

DispError-withoutBoost indicate the disparity error with and

without SCHE boost, respectively. Similarly, the RMSE-

withBoost and RMSE-withoutBoost indicate the RMSE of the

SCHE stereo images with and without the boost proce-

dure, respectively. The “Boost” procedure indicates the

procedure of the Section 3.6 (which updates the data cost

in stereo energy model using SCHE images), while the

“withoutBoost” does not include this procedure. Note that

the differences between “Boost” and “withoutBoost” after

iteration 2. We can see that the error of both the disparity

map and the RMSE of SCHE stereo images are signifi-

cantly decreased by boosting each other as the iteration

goes on. The DispError-withoutBoost can increase according

to iterations since the plane-fitting constraint can be

inaccurate for segments that have many incorrect dispa-

rities. These increased error of the disparity in turn

magnifies the RMSE of SCHE images. Therefore, the

DispError-withBoost is always lower than the DispError-

withoutBoost. Similarly, the RMSE-withBoost is also always

lower than the RMSE-withoutBoost.

4.2 Color Consistency Performance

To compare the performance of SCHE color consistency
with other methods, we computed the RMSE of the original
stereo images, the Color Histogram Equalized (CHE) [39]
images performed individually for the left and right
original images, CHE images performed individually for
the left and right log-chromaticity color images, and our
SCHE images.

Table 1 shows the RMSE of more test datasets for each
method. In Table 1, “case 1” is the result of L-illum(1)exp(0)
and R-illum(1)exp(2), and “case 2” is the result of
L-illum(1)exp(1) and R-illum(3)exp(1). “Original” means
RMSE for the original input stereo images. “CHE1” means
RMSE for the stereo images after individually performing
CHE using original input stereo images. “CHE2” means
RMSE for the stereo images after individually performing
CHE using stereo images in the log-chromaticity color space.
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Fig. 8. Disparity error in unoccluded regions and RMSE of SCHE stereo images with and without joint boost according to the iterations. (a), (b), and
(c) The results of the Aloe, Dolls, and Reindeer datasets, respectively, for the case of L-illum(1)exp(1) and R-illum(3)exp(1). (d) and (f) The results of
the Aloe, Dolls, and Reindeer datasets, respectively, for the case of L-illum(1)exp(0) and R-illum(1)exp(2).

TABLE 1
RMSE of Various Datasets for Each Method



From Table 1, we can see that the RMSE of our SCHE stereo

images are the lowest, which means that SCHE produces the

most consistent color values between stereo images.

4.3 Analysis on Stereo Matching

4.3.1 Effects of SIFT Weight in MI Computation

To investigate the effect of SIFT weight ukð�; �Þ in (6)

exclusively on the joint pdf estimation for MI computation,

we turned off both the SIFT term (�pð�Þ) in (10) and the plane-

fitting constraint in (17) from our data cost, and compared

the errors of disparity maps using “MI with SIFT weight”

and “MI without SIFT weight” that sets as ukð�; �Þ ¼ 1. Fig. 9

shows the effect of SIFT weight according to iterations for

various datasets with the “L-illum(1)-exp(1) and R-illum(3)-

exp(1)” case. We can see that the SIFT weight makes MI

increase both the robustness and convergence rate; note that

the disparity error of the first iteration for “MI with SIFT

weight” is significantly smaller than that of “MI without SIFT

weight” because SIFT weight effectively eliminate outliers

due to inaccurate disparity map of the first iteration. Also,

the error of “MI with SIFT weight” converges within two or

three iterations, while the convergence of “MI without SIFT

weight” is much slower.

4.3.2 Effects of Adaptive Weight in Our Data Cost

In this section, we investigate the effect of adaptive weight
in (13) in detail. First, we compared the results using our
preliminary data cost in (10) by varying �p, which is fixed as
the same value for all pixels, without applying the plane
fitting constraint in our framework. For example, Figs. 10a,
10b, and 10c show the disparity error according to �p for the
Aloe, Dolls, and Laundry datasets, respectively. The value
of �p determines the relative weight between the MI term
(�pð�Þ) and the SIFT term (�pð�Þ) in (10).

Note that the best constant �p that makes the disparity
error minimum is slightly different case by case. For
example, Figs. 10d, 10f, and 10h show the results of the
minimum error for each dataset by setting �p constantly for
all pixels, while differently for each dataset. Figs. 10e, 10g,

and 10i are the results using adaptive �p scheme in (13).
Note that result of the adaptive �p scheme is slightly better
than or similar to those of the best constant �p scheme.

4.4 Stereo Matching Performance Comparison

To evaluate the performance of our stereo matching with
others, similarly to [1], [15], we compared our method with
other methods, including Census transform (7� 7) [41],
Mutual Information (MI) [22], Normalized Cross Correlation
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Fig. 9. Effect of SIFT weight in MI computation. (a), (b), and (c) The disparity error of each dataset for L-illum(1)-exp(1) and R-illum(3)-exp(1) case.
(a) Aloe. (b) Dolls. (c) Cloth4.

Fig. 10. (a), (b), and (c) Disparity errors in unoccluded areas for the Aloe, Dolls, and Laundry datasets according to �p. (d), (e), (f), (g), (h), and (i)
Results for L-illum(1)-exp(1) and R-illum(3)-exp(1) case. (d), (f), and (h) Results for the best constant �p. The best values of �p are 0.4, 0.5, 0.7, and
the disparity errors are 8.1, 10.9, and 14.9 percent for Aloe, Dolls, and Laundry, respectively. (e), (g), and (i) Results using adaptive �p. The disparity
errors are 7.3, 11.4, and 14.8 percent for Aloe, Dolls, and Laundry, respectively.



and Adaptive Normalized Cross Correlation [15]. For the

optimization of all matching costs, the Graph-cuts expansion

algorithm [34] was used, similarly to [1], [15].
Note that the ANCC and the proposed method combine

the log-chromaticity color with the original RGB color to

fully use the advantages of different color spaces [15].

Hence, for fair comparison, we included the evaluation

results for other matching costs with original RGB color, and

those with combined colors of log-chromaticity color

(weight  ¼ 0:7) and RGB color (weight 1�  ¼ 0:3) [15]

that are represented as “method(+).” Also, to see the effect

of the plane-fitting constraint in our method, our results

using only preliminary data cost in (10) without the plane-

fitting (“Ours(-)”) are included.

4.4.1 Different Exposures

To evaluate the effects of exposure changes, we only

changed the index of exposure, while fixing the index of

the light configuration to 1. Fig. 11 shows some results of

our method for various input image pairs. We can see that

our method produces color-consistent stereo image pairs

and accurate disparity maps. Fig. 12 shows the disparity

error for the unoccluded region of each method for the left/

right combination of exposure changes. Exposure changes

cause a global transformation between input images.

Although most methods still show stable results to some

extent, “Ours(-)” outperforms other methods in most cases.

Also, additional performance gains were obtained after

plane-fitting (“Ours”) in our framework.
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Fig. 11. Results of our method for stereo image pairs with varying exposures. (a) and (b) Input stereo pairs with L-illum(1)-exp(0) and R-illum(1)-

exp(2). (c) and (d) SCHE stereo pairs of our method. (e) Disparity map of our method. (f) Ground truth disparity map.

Fig. 12. Quantitative comparisons of various stereo methods for exposure changes. (a) Aloe. (b) Dolls. (c) Moebius. (d) Art. (e) Laundry. (f) Reindeer.

(g) Rocks1. (h) Cloth4.



4.4.2 Different Configurations of the Light Source

To evaluate the effects of the light configuration changes,
we only changed the index of the light configuration, while
fixing the index of the exposure to 1. Fig. 13 shows some
results of our method for various input image pairs. In
these changes, our method still produces color-consistent
stereo image pairs and accurate disparity maps. Fig. 14
shows the disparity error for the unoccluded region of each
method for the combination of the left/right light config-
uration changes. In general, different configurations of the
light source cause different local variations in the input
images, and this is a more difficult factor in establishing
correspondences than the exposure change. Most methods

fail in extreme light-varying regions. In contrast, our
method is more accurate and robust for these local
variations compared to other methods.

4.5 Tests for Scenes with Different Cameras

We have tested the performance of our algorithm on scenes
taken with different cameras and illumination conditions.
Fig. 15 shows the results. The left images were taken by
Canon IXUS 870 IS, and the right images were taken by
Sony Cyber-shot DSC-W570. To set different illumination
conditions for both images, the left images were taken with
flash, while the right images were taken without flash. Also,
the exposure times of the left and right images were set at
1/60 sec and 1/100 sec, respectively. Our method performs
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Fig. 13. Results of our method for stereo image pairs with lighting configuration changes. (a) and (b) Input stereo pairs with L-illum(1)-exp(1) and

R-illum(3)-exp(1). (c) and (d) SCHE stereo pairs of our method. (e) Disparity map of our method. (f) Ground truth disparity map.

Fig. 14. Quantitative comparisons of various stereo methods for light configuration changes. (a) Aloe. (b) Dolls. (c) Moebius. (d) Art. (e) Laundry.
(f) Reindeer. (g) Rocks1. (h) Cloth4.



well with these camera differences and illumination
changes to a large degree compared to other methods,
although some limitations exist in the severe shadow
regions. In our future work, this limitation can be further
resolved by incorporating techniques like the intrinsic
image decomposition methods [30], [42].

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a framework in which stereo

matching and color consistency can boost each other

effectively. To find disparity maps, we proposed a data cost

which combines the mutual information and SIFT descriptor,

and segment-based plane-fitting. Also, we proposed a stereo

color histogram equalization to produce color-consistent

stereo images from which we can get more accurate disparity

maps. For a wide variety of radiometrically varying stereo

images, our algorithm produces accurate disparity maps as

well as color-consistent stereo images.
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